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• • ABSTRACT

In this paper the authors giye a brief survey of methods: of monitoring the
density distribution in reactors at Soviet nuclear power stations.

•• •* \
They consider two-techniques for calculating the power distribution, based on

discrete in-core measurements - an empirical method and a combined theoretical-
experimental method* The former is based on simple relationships derived from
experimental research* The second method involves a simultaneous application of
physical calculations and discrete measurements of power distribution fields*

The metroiogical characteristics of the techniques are'given, and the
relationship between reliability, permissible power and error in measurements of
fuel channel power is discussed* <



One of the main trends in modern reactor design is an increase in the specific
power of the core and' in the overall power of the reactor, together with greater
power generation per unit weight of fissile material; this entails a need to narrow
the gap between nominal and maximum permissible fuel element ratings and to find
power distributions which will ensure the most economical and the safest operating
conditions for the fuel elements» For this purpose we need, in turn, accurate
and dependable measurements of in-core power distribution fields and constant
improvement of theoretical' and experimental monitoring techniques.

!

Clearly, the error involved in measuring power distributions can be minimized •
. . • / • » • » r

by equipping' each .fuel channel with monitors, but this procedure would be justified
only if the monitors could be placed outside the core - as with thermal monitoring

' ; . . i-

in ohannei-typTe reactors which use non-boiling water as coolant. However, in most
. ' * ' • * »

modern reactors the measurements are made by discretely located in-core detectors.
It is recognized, of course, that any increase in the number of detectors, which
are neutron absorbers and usually create additional- hydraulic resistance to the
coolant flow, nay impair the reactor's characteristics.

METHODS OP MEASURING POWER DISTRIBUTIONS

The methods used to measure power distributions in the reactors of Soviet
nuclear power stations can be divided into three main groups.

The first group, which is the largest, includes techniques based on in-core
neutron flux measurements by activation of detectors, by electron-emission neutron
monitors, and so on.

The second group comprises thermal engineering techniques of.power monitoring
in the fuel channels and sub-assemblies.

The third group includes monitoring methods based on measurement of gamma-
radiation intensity.

The activation method is used in the USSR at virtually all nuclear power
stations for .periodic monitoring of neutron flux distributions. For example, in
the reactors of the Kurchatov Nuclear Power Station in Beloyarsk, steel wires 4 mm
in diameter and strands 1.5 nun in diameter, containing about Z/o manganese, are
activated; these are located in two special horizontal channels at right-angles to
each other and a number of vertical channels. The wires and strands are moved and



their activity measured by means of semi-automatic and fully automatic devices»
Coaxial- ionizati on chambers monitor the activity of 'the cables' 'and -Wires.

Thé electron-emission neutron monitors consist of insulated electron -sources'
** . •

placed in the neutron flux: frse electrons are generated by' neutron' irradiation
of -the- source material. These have come to be used 'for operational -neutron flux.
measurements: at certain points of the reactor cores at the Beloyarsk, VK-50^and- -

<*

Novo-Voronëzh Nuclear Power Stations. The detectors' most commonly used have Rh, and
Ag emitters, aluminium or magnesium oxide insulators and an uter stainless-steel
casing with diameters between 1.5 and 3 mm /7l» 2_/. By the manufacturing process
described in Réf. /"~2_7 monitors as small as 0.5 HUB in diameter using, an Ag emitter
have. been produced. The response lag of monitors using Rh, Ag and other types of
emitters can be eliminated by means of a simple analogue corrector

Thermal monitoring of power' distribution fields, based on measurement̂ - of coolant
flow-rate distributions and enthalpy changes, is easy to carry out in channel-type
reactors with a single-phase coolant; an illustration of this is the power monitoring
of the fuel channels at the "Pervaya v Mire" Nuclear Power Station in Obninsk £t>J*
In cases where the flow-rate distribution for a single-phase coolant through the
reactor is not monitored but remains virtually unchanged during operation, measurement
of the enthalpy rise in individual channels or sub-assemblies makes it possible to
monitor the relative changes in power distribution (as at thé Nova-Voronezh Nuclear
•Power Station and in the steam superheater channels of the Beloyarsk plant). In ,
this- case .the regular power monitoring procedure consists in periodic calculations
or measurements of power distribution fields and routine measurements of relative
field deformation.

Measurements of gamma-radiation intensity provide us in many cases, particularly
in high-power-density cores, with more accurate information about power distribution
than do neutron flux measurements. This is because most bf the gamma radiation in\
the core consists of prompt and delayed fission gamma radiation and is proportional
to the fission density, while the remainder (about 15̂ > - mainly capture radiation)
if. proportional to the neutron density. The sensitivity of the gamma detectors is more
stable during reactor operation than that of neutron detectors* Another extremely
important fact is that the interaction between neutrons -and coreomaterials generally
-undergoes far greater var.iatj.ong during reactor operation, than does the interaction

Ht«

of gamma-rays with core .materials.
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The greater power density of modern reactors and the increasing use of computers
(which can make routine corrections for any response lag in gamma-radiation
measurements) would seem to favour the use of gamma detectors for in-core measurements*

The authors of this paper took part in studies of gamma detectors used for
monitoring power distribution in the reactors of the Beloyarsk Nuclear Power Station»
The detectors, 6 mm in outside diameter, were mounted in the down pipe of an. *
evaporative channel where they were surrounded by water at ~ 300 C and ~ 100 atou
The diameter of the central electrode was 2 mm and the distance between electrodes
1 mm. Argon at a pressure of 0.5 abs. atm was used as the filler gas, and the
working voltage was 60 V»

Experiments and calculations showed that ~ $0% of the current in the detector
was produced by gamma rays from the evaporative channel in which it was mounted»
The remainder of the signal stemmed almost entirely from channels located within
40 or 50 onu

The gamma detectors remained in good working condition for more than two years
of reactor operation.

CALCULATION OF IN-CORE POWER DISTRIBUTION BY DISCRETE
MEASUREMENTS

In-core power monitoring on the basis of measurements made at a series of
reference points may or may not include determination of the detailed distribution.
If it does not, the power distribution values between monitors are not computed and
one makes only an overall evaluation of the maximum possible value between them»
The minimum possible ratio between the maximum flux recorded by the monitors and
the true maximum flux in this case defines the quality of the monitoring /4_7<> This
type of monitoring presupposes that there is no hydraulic profiling or extensive
non-uniformity of the core, and may mean an unnecessary reduction of the power level
of the entire reactor, particularly in regions with a marked power field gradient.

To determine the detailed power distribution from discrete measurements!
one can use both relatively simple'empirical relations and physical calculations
of the distribution» -The empirical relations, used for monitoring the power
distribution W ( ç ) in the Se-fceyarsk reactors are based on concepts of a>
power distribution maorofield and its microstructure £"5j-t which are similar
to the macro field ana micr&etructure of the neutron flux £&J» The power—» "
distribution macrofield W., (Q ) is considered to be theJa
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power distribution for -fuel channels (FC) of a given type with the. same "bum-up,
separated by more than an arbitrary; effective radius r ~ ̂ » 50 cm from the inserted
control rods (CR), vacant cells (VQ), and so on. The microstructure of the power
distribution field is taken to me,an the relation 9(0*) describing power variations in
an arbitrarily selected region where local non-uniformities are effective, so that

Htf) = Wm(-e) 9(?) CD

Here it is assumed that

905) -Vi\ (r.) ('2)

vrhere £„, is a coefficient depending solely on the structure, initial enrichment
and burn-up of the fissionable material in a fuel channel located
at point (f j and '

&.(r. ) is a coefficient which takes into account only the i-th local non-
unifonaity located at a di@ta.ice r. from the channel in question.

For r. > reff \ » 1.

In the derivation of £ / \ and £ _, minimum spread of macrof ield values and
minimum error in their interpolation for the selected r ~~ value was assumed. As
the r ff value we selected the minimum beyond which an increase in r _~'has virtuallyQX X ©I x
no effect on the dispersion of the macrofield and the error in interpolating it..

The problem of discrete monitoring by the empirical method can be -reduced to
determining the macrofield at the detector sites. W,.(<) - "7=s interpolating these

** *P\ Q /
values for the whole of the core and then calculating the micro structure for each
fuel channel. Correlation analysis was used to select a method of interpolating the

values at the detector sites.

In order to apply the methods developed for steady-state random processes we
centred the macrofield by finding the unknotvn coefficients (a.,b.) in an expression
approximating the macrofield at the detector sites using the method of least squares:

nal n«2 n&2 .
*• tëfJL. , -k . , „ .

) . (3)

Linear interpolation proved in practice to be the most effective method of
treating the centred macrofield (i.e. the difference between the true distribution
and the approximating relationship).
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The use of "optimum" interpolation £"lj of a centred macrofield only slightly
improves the accuracy of monitoring, but it enables us to allow for variations in
the spacing of the detectors without greatly changing the algorithm for processing
the data-' . Finally, the macrofield for the reactor as a whole is found by summing
the corresponding values from tht> approximating expression and the interpolated
values for the centred macrofield.

If a large number of detectors is used the macrofield can be linearly
interpolated without centreing, and for practical purposes this does not affect
the accuracy

In the operational calculations carried out at the Beloyarsk Station the entire
core is arbitrarily divided into triangles with their apices at the detector sites.
Inside each triangle the WT(-C?) values are calculated by planar interpolation of the**/
apex values — ' •

Fig. 1 shows - first for the empirical method of processing detector readings
(curve II ) - the mean spread of fuel channel power determinations over the whole
reactor as a function of the number of zero-error detectors "Ng" uniformly distributed
throughout the core of the second Beloyarsk reactor.

We investigated the combined theoretical-experimental method of determining
the power of each fuel channel on the basis of readings obtained from discretely-
located detectors and on physical calculations of power distribution fields. The
physical calculations were based on a programme prepared by I.E. Akimov. The method
consists essentially in determining the relationships?"̂ ) between experimental and
calculated power values for the reference fuel channels, interpolating V(IQ) for the
whole of the core and then multiplying the calculated distribution by the interpolated
values of V(cf).

"Optimum" interpolation consists essentially in finding the coefficients of the
interpolation series on the basis of the minimum error in interpolating a
uniform isotropic random distribution with a known correlation function.
For discrete measurements of the relative macrofield values the "rod" method
ia used at the Beloyarsk Nuclear Power Station along with other techniques. The
"rod" method is based on the relationship (familiar from reactor theory) between
relative effectiveness of absorbers AK and neutron density distribution:
%(?) * const Ŷ HL For each manual control rod (64 in the first reactor and 78
in the second) the compensating movement of the automatic control rods is used to
measure the reactivity AIC released by small identical movements of the rods
from their initial position. This method enables us to determine the power of
each fuel channel with a mean square error of 5$«
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Analysis of the correlation function of the ratio V(3) for the Beloyarsk reactors
(see Fig. 2) showed that V(Q) can be regarded as a uniform isotropic random distribution
It has been shown that if we use the linear (planar) or "optimum" interpolation
to interpolate vCc), the variability of fuel channel power determinations is appreciably
less than i*hen a "stepped" interpolation of V(cf) such as that described in Réf. £§J
is used.

Fig. .1' also shows the mean spread of fuel channel power determinations versus the
number of uniformly-distributed zero-error detectors 1% for the case of the combined
theoretical-experimental method (curve l).

As can be seen from the graph, for both methods the spread is a linear function
of,/??-* (which is proportional to the distance between detectors). If the number

yJ><>€>
of detectors is large, the spread is virtually the same for both methods; if it is
small there is a relative gain in accuracy with the combined experimental- theoretical
method» It has been demonstrated that for both methods the errors in determination
of power fields exhibit a normal distribution.

Using the correlation function EL. of the ratio V(c?)(or of the centred macrofield
in the case of the empirical method) we can calculate the spread of the values for2 \
each fuel channel a (Q):

m m (4)

m
where a. are the coefficients of the interpolation series u(̂ f) - • / •>) aî i)U(*i.)

which enables us to calculate V(Tf) from analogous values at the detector
sites r. and r.| and

2 1 0
o is the variability of the error in the detector readings.
O

ZSquation (4) makes it possible to take the error of the detectors themselves
into account and to determine any change in the permissible power of the fuel channels
which may be necessary as a result of changes in a (<f) when detectors are rearranged
or go out of action.
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ERROR IN POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING AND PISMISSIBLS SU3L CHfiNHÏÏL POWER

The equation for a multi-dimensional surface separating the regions of values
of the engineering parameters Y,, Y« .... Y corresponding to normal fuel element
operation and to accident conditions can be written in the form F(Y,, Y? .... Y ) = 0.
If the fuel element is working normally at F< 0, an emergency ("breakdown) is indicated
"by 1? 5. 0. If the errors in measurement of the individual engineering parameters
are independent random quantities following a normal distribution (as is usually
the case in practice), the probability R of a fuel element being in an accident
regime may be expressed as follows / 9.,/»

ffjj r (Yi-yi>2 (Yn-yn)2exp L ~
n

where D is the region of n-dimensional space for 3?̂  0, and
aif CT2 •••• CT are 'fche mean square errors in the parameters Y, .... Y .

Equation (5) was used by the authors to calculate the relationship between the
permissible power Wg(G,pft) of the evaporative channels of the Beloyarsk reactors
and the mean square error o_, in power distribution monitoring (G,p and t are the
flow rate, pressure and temperature of the water at the channel inlet).

The relative dependence of Wg(°\.) for R = -10 is shown in Fig. 3«

If the surface P(Y, .... Y, ) = 0 is a multi-dimensional plane (hyperplane),
Sq« (5) ."• a-s used to calculate Wg - takes the form

where Wn(G,p,t) is the boundary at which the channel changes to an accident regime,
determined either theoretically or by experiments on test
assemblies; and

x(R) is the quantile for normal distribution.

The discrepancy between calculations of >Ig(G,p,T) based on Eq. (5) and 3q. (6)
diu *tot exceed 1.5-3,0.
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The error in determining the power of a given fuel channel is not a constant,
"but varies as a function of time owing to the drift of the error in the local power
monitors and instruments used to record the overall -thermal power of the reactor,
to movement of the control rods, to burn-up, and so on. Eence R should he regarded

' » *
as the mean fraction*of total fuel channel operation time during which the channel
experiences émerg'éricy conditions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig* 1. Mean spread of fuel channel power determinations as a function of the
number of monitors Ng. I - for the combined, experimental-theoretical
method; II - for the empirical méthode

Fig. 2» Normalized correlation function for the ratio V(c),

Fig* 3« Permissible power as a function of mean square error in determining
the fuel channel power: A - mean square error in determining fuel
channel power, $; B - permissible fuel channel power (rel. units).


